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The classic work on the history and beliefs of the Rastafarians, whose roots of protest go back to

the seventeenth-century maroon societies of escaped slaves in Jamaica. Based on an extensive

study of the Rastafarians, their history, their ideology, and their influence in Jamaica, The

Rastafarians is an important contribution to the sociology of religion and to our knowledge of the

variety of religious expressions that have grown up during the West African Diaspora in the Western

Hemisphere. --This text refers to an alternate Paperback edition.
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Removes the aura of bizarre mystery from the Jamaican messianic movement whose members

smoke marijuana for ritual purposes and believe that Ethiopia is the Promised Land for all blacks.

Setting the Rastafarians in the context of . . . colonial exploitation, Barrett shows how the cult has

been nourished on grinding poverty, examines its belief system, dynamics, rituals, art and music,

and its 'ambivalent routinization' within Jamaican society. . . . Students of religion and sociology,

fans of reggae music, and the general reader will gain much from this unusual study. --Publishers

Weekly"The most thorough, careful consideration of the Rasta phenomenon available to the general

reader." --Boston Phoenix"Barrett's account is authoritative and original; it is a work for the serious

student of culture, religious sects and Caribbean studies. . . . An important contribution." --Folklore

Review"Leonard Barrett's The Rastafarians stands as the most solid, complete treatment available

in this country to date." --New Age --This text refers to an alternate Paperback edition.



Leonard E. Barrett, Sr., is emeritus professor of religion at Temple University. His previous works

include Soul-Force: African Heritage in Afro-American Religion, which was nominated for a National

Book Award, and The Sun and the Drum, an examination of the African roots of Jamaica's folk

culture. --This text refers to an alternate Paperback edition.

Peace and love I idren and I sistren. This book was a wonderful read. I feel the authors experience

through his colorful descriptions. He provides a massive overstanding of Rastafarian origin and our

continuous journey and integration into modern society. I recommend this book to everyone looking

to begin their study/research on Rastafari. I and I Give Thanks and Praises for knowledge and

overstanding!!Blessed Love in the name of HIM Haile Selassie I, Jah RASTAFARI

This will explain their source of religion and what is believed and how it came about.

As a student of anthropology, this is a very interesting book. It covers the broad subject matter of

the Jamaican Rastafarian religion, including their core beliefs and rituals. Also interesting is the

information on foodways and other obscure customs little known to the general public.

Clear, concise presentation of cultural exploration. Sorry to see it end, definitely provoked further

pursuit of Rasta knowledge.

Love this book. Much insight into the beliefs of the topic. Thanks !!

great book.

Good book, nice to read.

Ive read this book and loved. Loan it to a friend and never got it back. It wasnt mine to loan but I

found it on .com and had to get it.
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